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In-Situ Process Mapping using
Thermal Quality Signatures™ during
Additive Manufacturing with Titanium
Alloy Ti-6Al-4V
Introduction
Today, according to a recent online article at Forbes [1], Additive Manufacturing (AM) has continued to
gain interest within the manufacturing industry, yet it still has challenges to its widespread adoption due
in part to issues of certification and repeatability. The article goes on to report that, “A key consideration
for additive manufacturing to become mainstream is ensuring the consistent quality and reliability of
products produced through the process.” Front and center in this quality and reliability challenge is
Sigma Labs, Inc. (Sigma) which has commercialized software to propel companies across this critical
gap.
Sigma’s software allows process and manufacturing engineers to collect and use quantitative, in-situ
process data to characterize and certify their AM material and process (M&P) of choice. This approach to
in-situ M&P mapping allows for rapid process qualification/certification by generating digital, thermalbased Quality Signatures™ for the M&P qualification map. Sigma’s unique M&P mapping software can
be used to move rapidly from process development/characterization to process qualification/certification
and quickly into production where its digital, thermal-based Quality Signatures™ can be used to ensure
quality and reliability and authenticate repeatability.
The current study was designed with three experimental purposes in mind: 1) establish a materialspecific process map using in-situ Thermal Quality Signatures™ and ex-situ physical property data; 2)
draw a one-to-one correlation between in-situ dependent data quality metrics and ex-situ dependent data
property metrics; and 3) set the stage for closing the loop by affording the opportunity to self-correct the
process in real time. Using Sigma’s software, the in-situ dependent data was mined from sensor raw trace
signals, and the ex-situ data was measured during nondestructive density testing of as-built specimens as
well as during destructive metallographic testing for porosity and microstructure.

Background
Process maps have been extensively studied for decades and used to relate the presence of process defects
with input variables. Savage et al., studied the formation of defects in gas-tungsten arc welding (GTAW)
and determined experimentally a relationship between the presence of defects at atmospheric pressure and
welding current and speed [2]. They found that the occurrence of defects in the weld pool depends
mainly on the welding current and travel speed. Vasinonta et al., researched the use of process maps for
melt pool length and temperature gradient during AM of SS304 to suggest strategies for controlling
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residual stress magnitudes while still maintaining an optimal melt pool length [3]. Work by Heigel et al.,
(Figure 1) in part indicated that it is possible to make a process map using thermographic measurements
of single track laser scans on Alloy 625 plates and showed that melt pool length increases along lines of
constant melt pool cross section as the power and speed increase [4]. Montgomery et al., studied laser
powder additive manufacturing of Alloy 625 to understand the effects of melt pool geometry on
microstructure prediction and control [5]. By studying power-velocity combinations, they determined
optimal regions of processing space within the laser powder bed operating range where nearly linear
curves of constant melt pool width and cross-sectional area exist.

Figure 1. Power-Velocity Map for single track laser scans on Alloy 625 plates. Heigel et al. [3]

Saunders [6], adapted work by Suter, et al [7]., and presented generalized process maps for AM
constructed using laser power (P) and scanning velocity (V), aka P-V space maps. The selection of
process input parameters will affect the presence of process-related anomalies as illustrated in Figure 2.
Scan too fast with low power settings and the energy density is too low to fully consolidate the powder
forming angular shaped voids known as lack of fusion (LOF). Apply too much power for a given
velocity and the melt pool penetration increases until a keyhole forms resulting in entrapped pores (aka,
spherical porosity) unable to escape from the solidifying melt pool front. In laser powder bed fusion
(LPBF), a stable or steady-state region exists (aka, conduction mode) where the energy density is
sufficient to fully melt and consolidate the powder and advance the melt pool maintaining optimum depth
and width without interruption or the formation of process anomalies.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a Notional Power-Velocity Map for Laser-based Additive Manufacturing. Saunders [6] and Suter, et al.
[7]

By using a traditional trial and error approach, a “sweet spot” may be found where the optimum settings
of power and velocity result in an acceptable combination of density, microstructure and mechanical
properties which means that a process space has begun to be characterized for a desired material (Figure
3). The optimum power-velocity combination results in a constant GED and melt pool cross sectional
area [4, 5]. There is an optimum P-V setting along an “Energy Density Isotherm™” (or EDI™) where
the process is most efficient and still delivers the expected microstructural and mechanical properties.

Figure 3. Schematic Illustration of the "Sweet Spot" or Optimum Energy Density Isotherm (EDI). Saunders [6] and
Suter, et al. [7]

Today however, finding that “sweet spot” still means that an extensive amount of experimental work must
be performed, and a considerable number of specimens must be made and tested. According to Maher,
this traditional or “make and break” approach to process qualification is too costly [8]. A typical
aerospace manufacturer will commit 2 years and $8 to $15M to evaluate 5,000 to 100,000 coupons and
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this only represents a fraction of the total time (15 years) and cost ($138 to $230M) to go from idea to
part on an airplane wing. When it’s all said and done, the true impact of manufacturing parameters and
variability on material properties are never captured, understood, or controlled. According to Maher, insitu probabilistic sensing and routine data-capture capabilities must be transferred to the manufacturing
environment.
Saunders [6] also illustrated the possible effects of other process input variable changes on the shape of
the process map. Figures 4 demonstrates that changes in hatch distance result in shifts of the optimum
Energy Density Isotherm™ with changes in the power-to-velocity ratio. Natural consequences of such
shifts are loss of process margin, and perhaps deleterious shifts in material and mechanical properties.

Figure 4. Schematic Illustration of the Effects of Changes in Hatch Spacing. Saunders [6] and Suter, et al. [7]

Lastly, the effects of layer thickness and preheat on the spatiotemporal process map can be seen in Figure
5. Too thin a powder layer can result in a widening of the operating window while too thick a layer of
powder can result in moving the LOF region up with a resultant narrowing of the operating window,
hence less process margin. The use of preheat appears to also have the effect of narrowing the process
window and shifting the operating window lower towards the lack of fusion region.

Figure 5. Schematic Illustration of the Effects of Changes in layer Thickness and Preheat. Saunders [6] and Suter, et al. [7]
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Experimental Approach
Materials
The powder metal used for these experiments was Titanium (Ti) Alloy Ti-6Al-4V. It had a particle size
distribution (PSD) of 20-53µm. The material was supplied by Praxair, Heat Lot No. 32.

Machine
All builds were performed using an Electro Optical Systems (EOS) M290 additive manufacturing system
integrated with Sigma’s PrintRite3D SENSORPAK® hardware and PrintRite3D INSPECT® software.
The EOS M290 is equipped with a 400W IPG Photonics Laser with a maximum use rating of 370W.
Sensors
Four (4) in-situ sensors and one (1) high-speed data acquisition system were used during all experiments.
The sensor types comprised non-contact, non-imaging optical sensors as well as non-contact thermal
sensors. One (1) sensor was a photodetector placed in a fixed, or Eulerian frame of reference and
positioned above the build plate. Its field of view (FOV) was of the entire build plate. A second
photodetector was placed in a moving, or Lagrangian frame of reference within the optics train. Its FOV
was restricted to a narrow region immediately surrounding the melt pool. The third sensor was a highspeed, single wavelength pyrometer with a 6μs response time, placed in a fixed frame of reference above
the build plate and focused onto a 10mm, right circular cylinder (aka, a Process Control Specimen [PCS]).
Its FOV was approximately 1mm. The fourth sensor collected X and Y command signals from the scan
head controller and was used to visualize in-situ dependent data (aka, In-Process Quality Metric™
[IPQM®] data) in a 3D thermal point cloud. All in-situ sensor data was collected by a high-speed data
acquisition system running at 50 kHz per channel (aka PrintRite3D SENSORPAK®) and was
subsequently analyzed by Sigma’s proprietary analytics engine (aka, PrintRite3D INSPECT® software).

Build Configuration
For this experiment, right circular cylinders 10mm in diameter, and 26.6mm tall were built using the
configuration shown in Figure 6. Each cylinder contained a conical portion at the base and the top to
simulate upskin and downskin scans. Thirty-six (36) cylinders were built with one additional specimen
built directly beneath the fixed-position pyrometer. The configuration was intentionally designed to space
the specimens across the build plate and allow for determination of spatiotemporal variations that may
exist due to machine or sensor variability.
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Figure 6: CAD Images of the Build Configuration. The PCS cylinder is positioned in the front, right corner of the build plate
(lower right-hand quadrant of the array).

Processing Conditions
The starting or control parameters used for lasing Ti metal powder are listed in Table 1 (Specimen No. 6)
and comprised thirteen (13) different sets of processing input parameters as well as the calculated Global
Energy Density (GED) values. Layer thickness and hatch spacing were held constant at 30μm and
140μm, respectively. Each specimen contained 886 layers. Chamber atmosphere was Argon (Ar). Build
plate preheat temperature was 35°C.
Table 1: Independent Process Input Variables.

Specimen
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Scanning
Velocity
(mm/s)
900
900
960
960
960
1200
1200
1200
1440
1440
1440
1500
1500

Laser
Power
(W)
210
350
336
224
280
280
336
224
336
280
224
210
350

Speed
Change
(%)
-25
-25
-20
20
-20
0
0
0
20
20
20
25
25

Power
Change
(%)
-25
25
20
-20
0
0
20
-20
20
0
-20
-25
-25

Global Energy
Density
(J/mm2)
1.67
2.78
2.50
1.67
2.08
1.67
2.00
1.33
1.67
1.39
1.11
1.00
1.67

When the independent process input variables are plotted, the space map which was evaluated is as
observed in Figure 7. What becomes immediately obvious is that only a portion of the entire process
space was evaluated.
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Figure 7. Process Space Map for Evaluated Independent Process Input Variables of Laser Power and Scanning Velocity.

Metallurgical and Physical Property Measurements
Metallographic services were provided by Metals Engineering and Testing Laboratories (METL),
Phoenix, AZ USA. METL is an accredited Nadcap full-service metallurgical laboratory. All
metallographic specimen preparation was performed in accordance with ASTM E3. Density
measurements were performed using the Archimedes method.

Results
Data Analysis – Process Control Specimen
Univariate Trend Plots – Melt Pool Level
The trend plots in Figures 8 and 9 were generated using Sigma’s PrintRite3D INSPECT® software and
proprietary algorithms using dependent in-situ data mined from the pyrometer raw trace signal.
Figure 8 comprises three (3) trend plots of dependent in-situ data metrics that individually allowed the
melt pool to be tracked according to its peak temperature (PT), heating rate (HR), and cooling rate (CR)
for a given layer. The melt pool dependent in-situ data were mined at a fast time scale, e.g., microseconds
(µs). By doing so, it would be possible to infer changes in the melt pool geometry/volume associated
with changes to independent process input variables, e.g., changes in laser power level versus time. For
this experiment however, there were no changes applied to the PCS specimen as it was deposited using
only one set of independent process input variables. Each data point represents a single laser scan or laser
stripe width for a given layer. By doing so it would be possible to track subtle changes to the melt pool
11
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versus time which ultimately may be induced by other process disturbances such as the presence of large
powder particles or melt pool spatter not necessarily changes to independent process input variables.
Therefore, Sigma’s algorithms would allow for process disturbances to be distinguishable from natural
process variation and process repeatability to be confirmed. For an actual example of process
repeatability, the reader is referred to Betts [9] and the study of variations in independent process input
variables versus time during AM of aluminum alloy AlMg10Si.
In all three trend plots the dependent in-situ data appeared to be normally distributed. Of interest is the
tight spread in the PT data as the build progressed in the Z direction. This is consistent with expectations
because there was no change in the independent process input parameters along the Z-direction. It is
interesting to note however, that there was a slight shift in PT at the top of the specimen as expected
because the top skin parameters are different than those used for the bulk of the specimen. Lastly, the HR
and CR values are as expected for laser processing of metal.
A final note about the Melt Pool trend plots in Figure 8. The Y-axes were labeled “Corrected” because
the proprietary algorithms used by Sigma incorporated emissivity correction factors for the given material
and state changes from powder to liquid to solid.

a
)

b
)

c
)
Figure 8: Scan Level Trend Plots by Layer for Dependent In-situ Data Mined from the Pyrometer: a) Peak Temperature; b)
Heating Rate; and, c) Cooling Rate. Pyrometer was focused on the Process Control Specimen.
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Univariate Trend Plots – Layer Level
It was also possible to mine the in-situ pyrometer raw trace signal at a slower time scale, e.g., seconds (s),
for additional dependent in-situ data metrics and infer information about the bulk materials response to
the energy input such as anomalies associated with LOF or spherical porosity associated with keyholing.
It is important to remember that the PCS specimen was only deposited using nominal or control
parameters for all layers. Hence, there is no shift in the PT, HR or CR values.
In Figure 9, here again there were similar trend plots generated but this time displayed using thermal
history information rolled up for the entire layer from scan level information. It is important to note that
the layer level trend plots exhibit similar trends to those generated at a scan level. This is as expected
since there was no change to the input parameters from one layer to the next.

a
)

b
)

c
) 9: Layer Level Trend Plots by Layer for Dependent In-situ Data from the Pyrometer: a) Peak Temperature; b) Heating
Figure
Rate; and, c) Cooling Rate. The Pyrometer was focused on the Process Control Specimen.

3D Process Map – Thermal
Figure 10, is a 3D process map visualization of Sigma’s proprietary In-Process Quality Metric™
(IPQM®) known as TED™ or Thermal Emission Density™. TED™ is a dependent in-situ data metric
mined from and calculated using photodetector raw trace signals starting at a scan level. Each specimen
exhibits a different TED™ value and correlates with intentional changes to independent process input
variables, e.g., changes in laser power and scanning velocity.
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Figure 10: 3D Thermal Process Map Visualization of Sigma’s Proprietary IPQM® Metric, aka TED™ (Thermal Emission
Density™).

2D Process Map – Thermal
Figure 11, is a 2D process map of Layer No. 425 using Sigma’s proprietary in-situ TED™ metric.
Sigma’s Scan Viewer allows for interrogation of in-situ TED™ thermal metric data at a layer level. It is
evident from the process map that intentional changes to independent process input variables, e.g.,
changes in laser power and scanning velocity are readily detected by Sigma’s in-situ TED™ metric.
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Figure 11. Thermal Map Visualization of Sigma’s Proprietary IPQM® Metric, aka TED™ (Thermal Emission Density™)

As a separate verification that Sigma’s proprietary TED™ metric correlated with changes in input
variables (i.e., laser power and scanning velocity), Figure 12 is a trend plot of TED™ as a function of
GED. It indicated that changes in Sigma’s TED™ metric correlated with variations in laser power and
scanning velocity. An R2 value of 0.9695 for the trendline indicated that the TED™ data is represented
very well by a linear model.
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Figure 12: Trend Plot of Sigma’s In-situ TED™ Metric as a Function of GED.

Metallurgical and Physical Property Analyses
Specimens were metallographically prepared by axially sectioning along the Z-axis at the specimen mid
height. Each cross section was mounted, polished and etched for 30 seconds using Kroll’s reagent. Once
prepared, the specimens were examined at 50X and 250X magnifications in both the as-polished and
etched conditions. Photomicrographs were taken of Specimen Nos. 1, 2, and 14 at 50X and 250X
magnifications in the center of each cross-sectional area and images from each are shown in Figures 13 to
15. In the as-polished condition, spherical porosity is clearly visible in Specimen No. 1, Figure 13a and
13b, and in some instances the pores are linearly aligned. Specimen 2, shown in Figure 14a and 14b,
exhibited angular pores more typical of lack of fusion voids. Specimen 14, Figures 15a and 15b exhibits
a near fully dense deposit generally free of voids. Etching revealed the microstructure of the as-solidified
deposits to be primarily comprised of alpha prime (martensite). This microstructure is consistent with the
rapid cooling rates expected from laser processing and as measured during these experiments, for
example, cooling rates between 200,000 °C/s and 400,000 °C/s were recorded from laser scans across the
PCS specimen (Figure 8c).
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a

b

c

Figure 13: Photomicrographs of Specimen 1 (a) as-polished, low magnification, (b) as-polished, high magnification, and (c)
etched, high magnification.

a

b

c

Figure 14. Photomicrographs of Specimen 2 (a) as-polished, low magnification, (b) as-polished, high magnification, and (c)
etched, high magnification.

a

b

c

Figure 15. Photomicrographs of Specimen 14 (a) as-polished, low magnification, (b) as-polished, high magnification, and (c)
etched, high magnification.

Cooling rate is of particular interest because there are known relationships between microstructural
features and various mechanical properties of interest for Ti-6Al-4V. These have been summarized by
Lütjering [10] in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Microstructural Features and the Correlation to Mechanical Properties for Ti-6Al-4V [8].

Ultimately, Sigma is interested in determining mechanical properties from in-situ data metrics, and Sigma
has surveyed the work of others who developed data for relationships between microstructural features
and mechanical properties in Ti-6Al-4V (Tiley [11]). The microstructural features from that work
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Widmanstätten α (alpha) lath thickness
α (alpha) colony scale factor
volume fraction of α (alpha)
mean edge length of Widmanstätten α (alpha) laths
volume fraction of α (alpha) colony
mean thickness of the α (alpha) laths at the grain boundaries of prior β (beta) grains
prior β (beta) grain factor

and the mechanical properties include:
•
•
•

yield tensile strength
ultimate tensile strength
tensile elongation.

It was however beyond this study’s scope to evaluate the microstructural features that are most directly
related to mechanical properties which are:
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•
•
•
•

Widmanstätten Alpha Lath Thickness
Volume Fraction Alpha
Alpha Colony Scale Factor and
Volume Fraction Alpha Colony.

(WALT)
(VFA)
(ACSF)
(VFAC)

In a follow-on study however, Sigma expects to use quantitative metallography to obtain numerical
microstructural feature or metric data from distinctively different regions in a process map of Ti-6Al-4V.
Table 2 contains results for physical property measurements of density for selected specimens. A value
of 4.43 g/cc (0.16 lb/in3) was used as a reference for annealed, fully dense Ti-6Al-4V. Also included in
Table 2 are the associated quantitative values for calculated GED and measured TED™ metrics.
Table 2: Density Measurements for Selected Specimens.

Specimen No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

GED (J/mm2)
4.33
0.71
2.38
0.77
1.28
1.67
2.00
3.10
1.67
1.19
0.83
2.33
0.90
2.17

Density (g/cc)
4.33
4.13
4.38
4.20
4.37
4.38
4.38
4.36
4.37
4.37
4.28
4.37
4.31
4.38

TED™ (P/d2)
0.614
0.074
0.277
0.800
0.131
0.195
0.245
0.431
0.178
0.129
0.091
0.289
0.098
0.253

Figure 17 is a plot of ex-situ measured density data versus TED™ data, for a limited population or subset
of the as-built specimens. An asymptotic relationship is present indicating that it may be possible to use
in-situ metric data to predict changes in ex-situ property data.
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Figure 17. Graph of Density as a function of TED™ for a subset of the As-built Specimens.

Process Maps
Figure 18 is a process map (or P-V map) made using variations in laser power and scanning velocity
settings and populated with ex-situ density data. Hypothetical boundaries are drawn to suggest that
separate regions of distinct density values may have resulted from changes in processing conditions. A
traditional process map such as this can only be drawn after a sufficient number of specimens have been
built and nondestructively or destructively tested. Maher, indicated that a “trial and error” or “make and
break” approach such as this is costly and time consuming [8].
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Figure 18. Process Map of Density as a function of Laser Power and Scanning Velocity.

Figure 19 is the same process map presented in Figure 18, yet this time it is populated with Sigma’s
proprietary in-situ TED™ data. Here again, hypothetical boundaries can be drawn using TED™ values
which suggest that distinct regions of TED™ appear to result from changes in processing conditions.
Such an in-situ process map can only be drawn using Sigma’s proprietary TED™ metric data and a
space-filling design of experiments approach. Further verification of the hypothetical boundaries is
necessary.

Figure 19. Process Map of Sigma’s In-Process Quality Metric™ TED™ (P/d2) as a Function of Laser Power and Scanning
Velocity.
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Figures 20 and 21 are process maps (like those on Figures 18 and 19) which combine either ex-situ
density data or in-situ TED™ metric data along with ex-situ metallographic images from selected
specimens. In Figure 20, instead of data labels of Archimedes density values, the data labels are
presented as a percentage of full density. Specifically, it now appears that the regions labeled keyhole
formation and lack of fusion where spherical porosity and lack of fusion anomalies might be expected do
in fact correlate with measured in-situ TED™ values based on qualitative metallurgical evaluation
(Figure 21). There appears to be a limit that can be established around density values of 98 percent.
Above and below 98 percent there appears to be regions of porosity whether spherical of angular. This
apparent density limit appears to verify the placement of the hypothetical boundaries. Furthermore, these
process maps allowed correlation and confirmation that distinct regions of in-situ TED™ metrics appear
to be also predictive of ex-situ density data and the hypothesis that along constant EDI’s there may be
near consistent ex-situ physical properties (Figure 21, blue arrow).

Figure 20. Process Map made using Archimedes Density Measurements Represented as Percentage of Fully Dense Material.
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Figure 21. Process Map made using Sigma’s Quantitative, In-situ TED™ Metric.

Now that it has been established that a one-to-one correlation can be made between in-situ and ex-situ
metric data, it is possible to design and construct software to generate a material-specific process map.
This is exactly what Sigma’s PrintRite3D INSPECT® was developed to do.
Sigma’s PrintRite3D INSPECT® software allows a process engineer, in combination with Sigma’s
proprietary probabilistic space filling design of experiments complete with blocking, to design and
execute a process map build. Second, Sigma’s software allows the user to generate a process map from
in-situ metric data collected during the process map build and further populate it with ex-situ density data.
Figure 22 is just such a process map. It contains contours of Sigma’s in-situ TED™ metric from the
process map build made using parameters in Table 1. Immediately obvious are regions of high TED™
metric values (top left corner) and regions of low TED™ metric values (bottom right corner). Today,
Sigma has commercial software that will generate a process map like that in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Process Map Generated using In-situ Process Metric Data (TED™) Plotted as a Function of Laser Power and
Scanning Velocity.

Once the process map in Figure 22 has been constructed, the process engineer can overlay ex-situ density
data from tested build specimens. Figure 23 is a process map that contains Sigma’s in-situ TED™
contours with overlaid ex-situ density data. In Figure 23, Sigma chose to split the density data into two
bins. Those specimens with a density greater than or less than 98 percent full density based on
Archimedes test data. Using this cutoff limit for density it was possible to use Sigma’s in-situ TED™
data to separate the process map into three distinct regions: keyholing (spherical porosity), conduction
mode and lack of fusion (Figure 24).
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Figure 23. Process Map Generated using In-situ (TED) and Ex-situ (Density) Metric Data Plotted as a Function of Laser Power
and Scanning Velocity.

Figure 24. Process Map Generated using In-situ (TED™) and Ex-situ (Density) Metric Data Plotted as a Function of Laser
Power and Scanning Velocity with Energy Density Isotherms™ (EDI)™ Overlaid.

The examples in this study are initially based on ex-situ physical property (density) data which is a first
step and the quickest way to construct a process map. The next step is to define a process window (+/3σ) and a control envelope (+/- 1σ) along an optimum EDI™ isotherm with sufficient separation from the
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LOF and spherical porosity regions. The process engineer will need to define what constitutes adequate
assurance for their process and material of choice.
Figure 25 is Sigma’s hypothetical interpretation of an operating window and control envelope. In practice
this operating window and control envelope would be based on quantitative data points generated using
mechanical property tests of interest to the process engineer, e.g., low cycle fatigue data, tensile data,
creep or toughness data or a combination of them all.

Figure 25. Process Map Overlaid with Process Window and Control Envelope and centered around an Optimum EDI™.

Lastly, to pull it altogether it is useful to overlay the process map of Figure 25 onto the starting process
space design of Figure 7. Figure 26 is the result. The process map of Figure 25 clearly aligns with the
presumed starting points and hypothetical boundaries expected to reside within the process map.
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Figure 26. Process Map from Figure 25 Overlaid onto the Starting Process Space Design of Figure 7.

The final step towards the challenge of assuring quality and reliability of AM parts is closed loop process
control. To do so was beyond the scope of this study, yet Sigma is planning to demonstrate closed loop
process control in a follow-on study and the software necessary to self-correct the process based on its
proprietary in-situ process metric data.
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Summary
In summary, Sigma has commercial software that can solve the quality and reliability challenges facing
additive manufacturing today. Its software can be used during material and process (M&P) development
to quickly characterize and quantitatively map a process space by generating digital, in-situ process
metric data. Its commercial software in conjunction with its proprietary probabilistic space-filling DOE,
can help to eliminate the traditional “trial and error” approach to process mapping and validation.
Furthermore, Sigma’s in-situ software can shorten the time and reduce the cost associated with today’s
“make and break” approach to process qualification/certification.
Looking forward, it appears that Sigma’s digital, in-situ process data metrics are strong candidates for
closing the loop and moving the industry towards self-correcting processes using a science-based
approach.
In conclusion, Sigma’s proprietary In-Process Quality Metric™ TED™ represents a very good candidate
for identifying melt pool/process disturbances and closed loop control for metal additive manufacturing.
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